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No are and have been swapping with "FDD Express", I would robort on what Ron sayshere, but Updates carries a reprint and FUD problems dont seem compatiable withDliger disc ways and means, so if you have a FDD disc system contact Ron Havler
4307 Chambers St.’ Horseheads, NY 14845. r
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12. Here is a set of Machine code routines that uses a Floating Point Number as an
address. It is,a very useful set of routinés, as it enabies you to input stringswith machine code. He actually use the BAEIC interpreter by copying the BASIC
commands into the Print buffer everytime we need an input and make the BASICInterpreter run_it, than return to the Machine Codes For example we will set RAMTDPat 29952 (7500h) and our entry point to input:A$¢ at 3000 (753Oh). The routinesare:
Storage: rzy k

7500;O0O0y Qtorei SPARE 3 i

‘ (E9952) 0000 SPARE 4 '

 4 Byte;
Commands:

‘  or,.. -- ~_ i . t

&' LINE COUNT INPUT A S N/L »

7504 0000 0400 EE  26 OD 76 ; Input A$
LINE

. COUNT RAND USE O NUMBER
vsoc 0000 i oaoo  F9  04 IC 7E; RAND usa 751a 

___7s1B_____ N/L N/L
7514 area 350000 c re _76 (29979)

 

 23 Bytes
7518 E1 RAND USE 0; r LPDP HL

r “ i
ED 7B YB 40 LD SP: (SPARE 2); Restore SP
2A on 75 LD HL¢ cssaec ax;
E2 29 40 LD(NXTLIN)p HL ;(Restore NXTLIN)

7525 EA 10 40 LD HL; (VARS) ;get A$ V

L 23 INC HL ;skip over string name
4E

. LD E,(HL) ;Low count r

23 INC HL t '

46
 LD B, (HL) i ;Hi count L

23 INC HL
i

7E LD A, (HL) ;1st byte of At
C9 RET,

r r
V

~ 21 Bytes
t itNote: This routine returns with HL pointing to the 1st byte of Ai, BC contains the 'count and A contains a copy of the 1st~byte.i it '

»

7530 ED 73 7B 40 INA$: LD(SPARE 2), SP ; SAVE SP i '
2A 29 40 LD HL¢(NXTLIN) =

W

22 00 75 LD (SPRE 3), HL ; SVE (NXTLIN)
CD SA 14 CALL 149A, CLEAR
21 04 75 LD HL, Commands i

11 SC 40 LD DE, PR—BUFF
O1 17 00 LD BC, 0017 23 bytes
ED BO LDIR \ QPY "P  -
21 75 O6 LD HL; 0676 ext—Iine A

E5 mount yi 
‘  

21 ac 40 LD HL, 40ac ; PR—Burr  
22*29 40 LD(NXTLIN)v HL
cs
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‘ szncceze LOGIC CHI? to

T ‘€nSCL 3-;
by-

Don Lamen, SINCUS
 6~29~8B

 .g ggummmm= ‘TToni Baker's book "Mastering Machine Code On Your ZX/B19 was a big help indisassembling the ROM code and printing it out.  1 c :

»Dn. Ian logsn’s a Dr. Frank D'Hara’s book. "The Complete Timex Tsjxooo 1Sinclair ZX_§1 RUM Disassembly" was a big help in understanding what I had printedout.
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T

National Semiconductor's "TTL Data Book" made it possible to select thestandard ICs for drawing the simulation circuits.  he= lg
Zilog’s Technical Manual on the Z—80 Microprocessor was very helpful. in thisstudy. as to timing.
Time Designs Magazine for clairifying some points pertaining to the I/D Tsection and the Frame sync timing.

T ~. . »@.
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There are many others who have added to my knowledge and understanding.
I wish to thank one and all for their many contributions.
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,. (The History and The Problem:
- I.\V, _.

'

Early in 1982. I believe in either February or Harchyl bought my first TS~l0OOcomputer. At the time. i’uas building my own computer based on the S—1OD bus usinglthe Z~80 microprocessor as the CPU. I bought the TS-1000 intending to use it toywrite the RUM and Character Generator for the computer that I was building.hen 1 plugged it in and tried it out I discovered that the little TS—1000with a 16K End pack would do a lot more than the computer that I was building. Thewhole TS—1O$ system cost less than what I had spent building one BK RAM board andthe power that it used was next to nothing. Needless to say; my 5-100 computerconstruction stopped the day I bought the TS—1000.
Now I have seven computers and four of them are Timex I Sinclair computers.All of the Sinclair computers are excellent computers and with the properperipherals they will measure up to anything on the market in the microcomputerfield. These computers are also very portable. Since 1940 I have worked and playedwith computers, Mainframes, Minnies and micros. We have come a long way since theold GSN7 flip—flops. '

Now for the problem pert. It is my opinion that in order to get maximumutility from any device you need to know exactly how it works. Since the day Ibought my first TS—1O0 to the present, I have read everything I could get my hands
on trying to obtain an accurate understanding of the Sinclair Logic Chip. There are
many viewpoints and different opinions about the functions of this chip. "

On April 7. 1988 I decided to use the RON routines to try and discover just_what the SCL does and how it does it. The following is the result of that attempt.There may be some errors or oversights or misconceptions. If anyone wishes to
comment pro or con or has questions or something to add feel free to write me. Ifyou desire a return letter. please include a BASE. Hy address is: DNALD B. LAMEN.
RD 3 — BOX 3404. WINDSOR, NEH YORK 13865 .
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THE §SULT8

Prime Clue In Timing:

While running the display rotines on paper, keeping tract of the timing in
microprocessor T cycles; I discovered that each character row scan line takes 207
T cycles. This the key to the entire timing chain.

 

Taking 207 T cycles as the length of each scan line (including sync and
retrace)@and going through the entire display routines (including frame sync) I was
able to_resolvethe length of the horiiontal sync pulse. The horizontal syncpulse
takes i9 microprocessor T cyclesf W

e   

To understand the Logic Chip we must remember that it is timed by the Dot
Clock which is twice as fast as the Microprocessor Clok. Therefore, one scan lineis 414 Dot Cycles, the horizontal sync is 38 Dot Cycles, etc..

The SCL Chip:  
 

The SCL Chip is a Mask Programable Universal Logic Array (ULA 2C184E ) made by
Ferranti in Italy. This chip is prograned at the time of manufacture by
Photo~Masked deposition according to a table prepared by the equipment manufacturer
(Sinclair). The SCL Chip provides the following functions and/or circuits:

Dot Oscillator and Internal Clock
Nicroprocessor_Clock
Internal Timing Chain  

Horizontal Sync Generator
Character Scan Line Counter_3 bit
Internal Data Bus
Intercept Control Circuit
Internal Data Latch
No~Up Generator T

Two Shift~Registers_B bit, each
Input I/0 Port FE_7 bit
RDH—Driyer Buffer_9 bit  TI/0 Decoder
NHI Generator

r

Frame (Vertical) Sync Generator
Video Combiner and Inverter Circuit
REM/RAH Select Circuit

The purposed function diagram of the ULA 2C1B4E chip (SCL) goes here.

DESCRIPTIOS F THE FUNCTIONS ,

Dot Oscillator: ”
 The Dot Frequency is controlled and stablized by a 8.5 MHz ceramic filter used
as a crystal in a series resonant circuit. A circuit external to the SCL chip.
There is also a series capacitor and a shunt resistor in this circuit.

Refering to the simulation circuit presented further on, the resistor R1 being
across the crystal and the capacitor C1 will lower the Q of the circuit broadening
the resonance. This helps mask any jitter caused by switching within the chip. Also
R1 in conjunction with R2 sets the bias and operating point of the transistor. C3
and C4 being across the filter tends to lower the frequency of oscillation while C1
tends to increase the frequency. The ratio of C3 to C4 determines the amount of
feedback
._ .5;

.
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Microprocessor Clock:
__. 0 .-

The Microprocessor Clock is the Dot Frequency divided by two (3.25 MHz) and
inverted. This may be generated byia singte<flip~flop using the Dot Clock both as

C

a clock and as an input. Houeveri it is probably taken from the first stage of the 1 
timing chain counters. External to the SCL chip is'a circuit built around . C

transistor TR2 which buffers the Processor Clock and re~inverts it.
.

W , 7 ‘
. I 1 -

l Internal Timing Chain:

The Internal Timing Chain must provide the following functions:  

a) Divide the Dot Clock by two to provide the Processor Clock signal. c;_y
b) Provide Turn~0n and Turn—Dff pulses to the Hrizontal Sync Flip~Flop» to

generate the Horizontal Sync pulses with a duration of 38 Dot cycles, at the
begining of each TV scan line.

c) Provide a four bit binary counter (divide by 16). The first three bits of
this counter provides the timing for the Intercept Circuit and the first bit may
also furnish the signal for the Processor Clock, which would then be inverted and
senteto Pin 14. The forth bit is used to multiplex the two Shift—Registers. The
counter's Carry~Dut(0verflow) enables the next counter in the string for ONE
coomt.

d) Provide a second five bit binary cunter (divide by 32)} By presetting thefirst counter to the value of 2 and this secound counter to the value of 6 and
NANDing bit 4 of the first counter with bit 4 of the second counter we obtain our
Turn—0ff pulse for the Horizontal Sync Generator. The Carry~Out of this second
counter provides the Horizontal Sync Turn~On pulse terminating the scan line. This
Carry—Dut pulse also advances the Character Scan Line Counter and presets the Hain
Tiudng Chain, thereby starting the next scan line of 414 Dot cycles. (In the
simulation two 4 bit counters are substituted for the 5 bit counter with the
Carry~Uut of the second counter enabling the third counter and the third counter's
Carry~0ut taking care of the termination chores. The third counter is preset to
14.)

C  .

Horizontal Sync Generator:
The Horizontal Sync Generator is basically a flip--flop which is turned on andoff by the Main Timing Chain. The utput of the Horizontal Sync Generator supplies

the Horizontal Sync Pulse to the Video Combiner Circuit. It also supplies the
source signal for the NMI Generator and one of the control signals for the
Intercept Circuit. These pulses are 38 Dot cycles long and come from the Q output
of the flip—flqp.

-
»

‘.

Character Scan Line Counter: f

The Character Scan Line Counter is a 3 bit binary counter (A 4 bit counter is ~ .
shew inethe §iP="1ul&tiom butjonly the first 2 bitsyare used 1. This counter is I

reset by a reset signai which is generated by the Frame Sync Generator and is held ,in the reset mode until -theiend theFrame Sync Pulse. This is necessary because --

the number of Dot cycles in a scan line is not evenly divisible by eight (the
 number of scan lines ih'a character row) and holding the reset affords a method of-

Tresyncronizing the counter. The counter is advanced one count at the completion of
each scan line. The output of Bits 1 to 3 (count from 0 to 7) is fed through thefirst 3 bits of the RCH Driver Buffer (a 9 bit tri~state buffer) to Address Lines
A0’ to A2’.  ' S  
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Internal Data Bust

There is an Internal Data Bus connected to D0 through D7 CB lines), whichcarries data ta and/or from the following: '  

a) Internal Data Latch I

bi Nop Generaturr I

cl Tue Shift~Registers_8 bit each
d) Input Port FE_? bit
ei Lines D6 & D7 to Intercept Central

Intercept Control Circuit:
The Intercept Central Circuit controls the flow of signals an the Internal

Data Bus and Screen Inversieng It's Timing and Control signals come from thefollsuing sources: l~ It
I

a) The first counter er the Main Timing Chain
b) A15
c) H1 I I ‘ I

d) The Horizental Sync Generator
e) HALTI

N I D

rm as I

g) D7
I

Hate: NI in item (c) and HALT in item (e) should bath be over~lined.
n

The timing counter bits are weighted as follows:
Bit—1
Bit"?
Bit+3

-F-I‘-.‘Il'-*

Bit+4

 The Intercept Central Circuit consists of the following c1rcu1ts and/or
companents

IIIII
ED

a) G Timing Decoders
1.

bl 3

c) 3

d) 2

e) 1

f) 2
g) 6

UI-P~€.*JI"-J

G.
F
1
2
3

Multiplex Timing (Bee 8 or Code NOT B)
. Sensing (Cede pasitive edge 0f 2 AND NOT 4)
. Latch—In (Code 1 AND 2 AND NT 4)
. Ne~Gp {Code NDT 2 AND 4)
. Latch~Dut (Cede 2 AND 4) inverted
Iip~FIOp5

A

. Intercept Flip—Flop
 

. Inverse Flip—Fl0p 1

. Inverse FIip—Flop 2
Reset Gates
1

2
3

. Intercept Reset Gate
. Inverse Reset Bate 1
. Inverse Reset Gate 2

Multiplexed Clock Bates
1

2
. Inverse Clock Bate 1
. Inverse Cluck Bate 2

Iverse DR Gate ' 
I

Multipiexed Shift~Register Load Gates (1&2)
Inverters

I

k.. _ . __ - —— i *4 "\ M ‘ " A" "AW? 7 k 77>“mg $4777 7 7 _ i \

Lead (Cede 1 AND 2 AND 4) '
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pag, 3 SINCUS1NEHS NOV/DEC 8B The Intercept Control Circuit works as follows: "

The timing of this circuit is controlled by the first counter of the HainTiming Chain, which counts from 0 to 15 overand over except when preset. Whenpreset to 2 it counts from 3 to 15 then goes to 0 (14 counts)>.Each time thiscounter returns to 0 it puts out a Carry—Dut to the next counter.
On the rising edge the conter's T—cycle 0 (Code NOT B) the Shift—Registersare switched and 5hift~Register 1 becomes inhibited. Dn the rising edge of the Acounter's T~cycle B (Code8) the Shift~Registers are switched back» Shift—Register2 becoming inhibited. The Uninhibited Register now shifts out it's eight bits ofdata to the Video Cosbinor. it ~" z‘ " -»  »lThe inhibit signai is delayed for about a half a Dot cycle the activeshift—register time to shiit out it's last bit. ‘>The NOT H1 signal is Inverted and ANDed with the signal on A15 then fed to the'D' input of the intercept Flip-Flop. At the rising edge of Dot—Cycle 2: bf thscharacter set of'8 Dot cyctes, (Code 2 AND NUT 4) the signal on'the.'D"input isclocked in. If MDT M1=0 AMD A15=1 the Intercept Flip—Flop is SET othervis It 15RESET. SETing the Intercept Flip—Flop enables the rest of the timing gates, exceptfor HUX which is always enabled. .'» or

A or rDuring Dot cycle 3 (Code I ND 2 AND NOT 4) the data on the Data Bus lines DOthrough D5 will be latched into the Internal Latch and the contents of D7 will beclocked into Inverse Flip~Flop 1 if Code NOT 8 or into Inverse Flip-Flop 2 if Code8. However, if D6=1 (or MDT HALT=0 or during Horizontal Sync), then the InterceptFlip—Flop will reset, disabling the intercept and allowing the Z80 to read the HALTinstruction as usual.
. During Dot cycles 4 & 5 (Code NT 2 AND 4) the No~Dp Generator i5 9085395forcing all eight Data lines to»0. The Z80 reads the No~U instruction and fetchesthe next byte from the memory.

I

 During Dot cycles 6 & 7 (Code 2 AND 4), while the Z80 is decoding the No—pinstruction and refreshing the memory, the Intercept Circuit enables the Tri—stateOutput Buffer (ROM Driver), putting the Output of the Character Scan Line Counteron Address Lines A0’ through A2’ and the Latched Data (Character Code) on AddressLines A3’ through A8’. At the sane time the Address Lines A9 through A15 containsa copy of the contents of the I Register. This accesses the Dot Code from the RUM,which the ROM places on the Data Bus.
0 -_ _

/ .,

‘

During Dot cycle 7 the 8 bit Dot Code on the Data Bus is Loaded into the-inhibited Shift—Register.

During Dot cycle 8 the Shift—Registers are switched and the same operationsare repeated, but on the opposite Shift~Register.e
Rest of article and artwork to follow in next issues. ,

.
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SPECIA LIMITED TIME UFER~—HITH PROOF OF RENEWAL TD EITHR TIRE DESIGNS DR UPDATESMAGAZINES AN A CHECK FDR $8, YOU HILL BET 7 ISSUES OF SINCUS NEUS, A EXTRA FORFREE NM YUU SUESCRIBE DR RENEW YOUR TDH D UPDATES SUBSCRIPTIDNS—DFFER EXPIRES12-31-88. Syncware was included last month but has since ceased operating.
W

UPDATES—i317 srenrroen AVE., Panama City, FL 224o4* I

_ TIME DESIGNS MAGAZINE, 29722 Hlt Rd., Colton DR 97017 I
A
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Back issues of szncus new on Dliger Disc, 3 discs, 193/4, 1965, and 1996 parts ofmost issues saved. Artwork in many cases not available. Each disc is $5(pp> formembers, $6(pp) for non~uembers. Cggutus Intggrugtgs, a nulti part article by HesBrzozouski, on 2068 interrupts, over 60 pages, corrected coy from orginial series,artwork include with disc versiostliger only). Hardcopy($I5pp)Disc $5(pp) formebers, $6(pp) for non members.
' - _-,,-_’¢-._.—;;-.-pqn,q|p1uQ_q¢b&
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Nell, since it is almost Christmas, and the mailman has not bought many articles
YET this month, I thought that seeing as how I am taking at great personal expense
a computer science course, I could pass n some of the more important features of
programming like the pros do. So hoping the prof doesnt get aholt of this here

SB far there are many important steps you must do BEFORE programming. Steps such aslearning the language, figuring out how to turn on the computer, or even finding
your way around the keyboard, you have to decide on the TITLE. HY biggest problemstarted a little earlier, finding a place to park, then trying to find the Ebuilding, and finally the classroom. These modern buildings don't have normal walls
and corridors, no, this is a real puzzle palace, a maze.

A session or two of thinking of names, combinations of letters and numbers, or math
symbols is good. Hrite down 15 or so of the best, and cut them up on small stripsof paper, or throw up or down a stairwell. Some favor the top step method, or thebottom step method, I prefer the top down method, using bubble gum on the bottom of
sneakers to pick out the best, I get a running start and leap the stairs, and whatsticks has gotta be good. Select your Title in this sure fire method, and you are
on your way to the "Programming Hall of Fame". To protect yourself from using the
same name of other software titles, a search is important.

5 ,

To conduct a proper title search one must have a copy of’ BYTE’ and ’ComputerShopper’. One copy must be at least one year old, the other the latest issue, andit doesn’t matter which is which. Thumb thru each issue until you get to a page onwhich the type is so small you can hardly read it, check for your title. If you cannot find the EXACT same name, you gotta winner! By golly. If you are discouraged
because of finding someone always picks the good ones, well think of a vegatable or
a fruit or even a flower, add a couple three numbers, and viola! a sure fire bestselling program name!

I

Bk, the hard part is almost over, now you gotta figure out the copy protect scheme.Is it gona be a disc device, a code, a lazer_imbedded musical note or a good lawfirm? By lining up the copy protection scheme ahead of time, you have a better ideaof the final cost, and how much you gona make. Hell quit day dreaming fer a minuteabout all that loot, and consider going with a disc protection association approved
law firm, and survallance team. For just a couple hunnert per copy, each buyer willbe followed for up to five years, or until he sells his PC. The minute the buyerswaps, trades, gives, loans or sells a copy of your program, bangf, a law suit thatwill triple the lotto in your home state on its best day!

1
vNow, you got the TITLE and the copy protection all done, now for the ah, ..lI gotit written down here somewhere. Oh yeah, the coding, well I musta mist that one, ibut here it says be sre and indent. so there it is folks this months, paul's page

on pascal. Next month we'll discuss the comma, and if enough time the null.i
Dnya serious note folks, several people have indicated an interest in learning iPascal. It is supposed to be a GREAT teaching language, but learning?? It doesstress doing your work in english and on paper, and testing it before hand, and rdocumenting like crazy, but I guess it teaches you how to learn a language, sortalike Latin was supposed to be good for you. As a practical language, 'C' is held by
many to be the BEST, but it will a long time before I can make that judgement. I  started this page in the first coupla weeks of class, when all was EASY— now I am~lucky to see the kids on Sunday when the computer lab shuts down early, it is one douzy of a course. So far about 452 have dropped out, and most aint kids!  
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discontinued. all accounts owed monies
will be refunded. A ' a
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i SINCUS will leave messages on DFA BBS-(607)754—3420 or 687-4346
. - " I‘ .

S§H£US NEWS is the newsletter of the Sinclair Computer Users Society, a non profit
organization operated by volunteers dedicated to the Sinclair and Timex Sinclair
computer user. Any repros of ads. or any product or services mentioned are not an
endorsement but an informational service provided to SINCUS members. Views and
opinions are not necessarily the those of the society. Any modification to your' "

computer as a result of any article contained in SINCUS NEWS is done at your risk.
Ne do not take responsibility tor any typographical errors. lg c

. ‘Q .'v' ' ' - - ' ‘ ’Hello and welcome to NEH members Robert M, Qurnutt, Adelphi. ND. and Ivan Zachev,
Huskegon, MI; and to ReNEHing members Hr. Harinus Heuseveldt. Lantana. FL;Ken
Diederichi Jacksonville. AR and James Hilson. Akron. Ohio. l i

Thanks to Don Lamen, for their help with this issue. Stay healthy! s

-iioc-rain-an-aqua
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i .EXCHANGE=DISKS offered by SINCUS r

e vThe titles for 4 discs are available for sending a BASE. Swaps are currently 
available on the Uliger system-_ We only are able to offer 5.25" discs, specify
single or duble sided. 40 tracks. double density. The discs contain a compilation
of programs from SINEUS members. exchanges and from other User Groups. Compuserve,
and other bulletin boards. Each disc is offered by SINCUS at cost for $2.50 each
(PP). Please indicate which disctsl. Send check or money order to; John Colonna,
SINCU5, 28 Builfoyle Ave.. Binghamton, NY 13903.

1‘

- , -, . " 4,4

The previous offer for Larken disc copies of this material is being withdrawn
huntil we get the Larken cartridge to work along side the Dliger B board.

.¢—1q$qQiii@qO$1nQhte@mIu_l-Q2111
‘ \ I caudal-

In addition to the above EXCHANE Discs, SINCUS also offers: CLUE a two mode; 2058
tape program copier $6.00 itape header reader included)+SINEUS'NEHS—$B per year forsix issues. See Computus Intettutus Series (PRINT) special price for _limited
time. Bomputus Interruptus Series (DISC) in Oliger Disc formats.SINCUS  NEHS back
issue discs. Three available. see offer page 8 for details. . i

For information on any of the above please send a SASE, and we will be glad tot
help. Write: Paul Hill. SINCUS. 1229 Rhodes Rd. Johnson City. NY 13790.

"_"""'_“.""""-""-""~'4""'I' _IIIl¢II~\~IO~—1nvnn—nu—q-nuncirn-nnnnncuntnninncnnuunannnnuu-nnnnvaunin-|0uu—¢IIulIIIv4lIv\IIIIiiI—'Il¢I"I'IlI'l-¥¢'i-Y'3"~€""'

Heard from Larry Kenny. John Dliger and Bill Jones. and all three have been very
generous with their time and help- it looks like a disable switch maybe added to
the Gliger B board, and while that may work. it still doesnt sound like MAX—DDS
report to follow next tine. Paul
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